LENOVO ideapad 5i CHROMEBOOK (14”, 6)

SIMPLY ACCESSIBLE IN EVERY WAY.

Simply accessible. Every individual detail of the IdeaPad™ 5i Chromebook 14” is engineered for maximum speed and ease of use, including the powerful 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 processor that cuts through the heaviest workloads without breaking a sweat. A full battery lasts 10 hours¹, so you can get things done all day without charging, talk to Google to manage different tasks on Chromebook², and stream your shows and tunes on a 14” IPS FHD touchscreen display, featuring the crystal-clear Waves-certified sound system.

WHY YOU CAN BUY THE LENOVO IDEAPAD 5I CHROMEBOOK (14”, 6)

Make it snappy

Take your Chromebook to the next-level with Intel® Core™ processors. Wait less and do more – thanks to quick start-up. Web browsing is blazing-fast. Edit photos in a flash, and post photos and videos to social media quickly – even launching a game is effortless. It’s time to reimagine what your Chromebook can help you do with Intel® Core™ processors. With up to 512 GB SSD storage, the IdeaPad 5i Chromebook 14” cuts through the heaviest tasks like smooth butter as it powers you through 10 hours¹ of battery life. Access a rich library of Google Play apps on the streamlined Chrome OS, complete with wallpapers, images and more.

Full-HD touchscreen, full body sound

Stream content at Full-HD with the IdeaPad 5i Chromebook’s 14” IPS touchscreen display on selected models, featuring narrow three-sized bezels so you get more screen, and an enhanced Waves-certified user-facing stereo speaker system with built-in amplifier for fuller, louder and crystal-clear audio.

USB-C

Next-level connectivity

With all the ports and connectors you’ll ever need, the IdeaPad 5i Chromebook 14” accommodates virtually any peripheral with its audio jack, USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-A port and two USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-C™ ports that are made for faster data transfers, multimedia streaming and battery charging. Count on faster, more stable connections with Intel® WiFi 6 capabilities and Bluetooth® 5.1.

All things light and easy

Every detail in this classic dual-tone textured case of the IdeaPad 5i Chromebook 14” is designed to optimize usability. The light and slim body is made to be carried around, the LED light bar changes color to indicate battery life and the webcam privacy shutter secures your privacy. The optional backlit keyboard also makes the keys visible in low-light environments and the digital pen empowers you to put your creativity into actions. Get more done fast using your voice on your IdeaPad 5i Chromebook 14”. Send an email, find documents, listen to music, access your calendar, or control smart home devices, all without switching screens. Just say “Ok Google” to get started³.

¹ Battery life may vary based on device and upon usage and other conditions.
² An Internet connection is required to enable Google Assistant.
³ Make it snappy
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SPECIFICATIONS
IdeaPad 5i Chromebook (14”, 6)

PERFORMANCE
Processor
- Intel® Core™ i5-1135G7
- Intel® Core™ i3-1115G4
- Intel® Pentium® 7505

Operating System
Chrome OS

Memory
LPDDR4 : 4 GB / 8 GB

Storage
SSD : 128 GB / 256 GB / 512 GB

Audio
2 x 2W Stereo Speakers with Waves Tuning

Battery
Up to 10 Hours

DESIGN
Display
14” FHD (1920 x 1080) IPS, 300 nits Touchscreen

Dimension (W x D x H)
(m): 324 x 221 x 16.6
(inches): 12.75” x 8.7” x 0.65”

Net Weight
Starting at 1.42 kg (3.13 lbs)

Colors
Sand
Storm Grey

CONNECTIVITY
WLAN
Intel® WiFi 6 (802.11 ax)
Bluetooth
Bluetooth® 5.1

Input/Output (I/O) Ports
2 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 (Type-C™)
1 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 (Type-A)
1 x microSD™ Card Reader
1 x Audio Combo Jack

PRELOADED SOFTWARE
- Google Assistant
- Google Play Store
- Android™ Studio

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

LENOVO SERVICES
Warranty Upgrades – On-site / In-Home Service
Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair services in your own home.

Accidental Damage Protection
Avoid the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops or damage to the integrated screen.

Warranty Extensions
(1-to-5 Years Total Duration)
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment and potentially lower the cost of ownership over time.

LENOVO SERVICES
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